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Excavation underway at Segment 5 on 15 Mile Road

A

construction firm continues
to make progress as it digs a 65-footdeep shaft along 15 Mile Road in the
ITC Corridor, just west of Schoenherr
Road in Sterling Heights, to reach the
Macomb Interceptor that carries the
waste flushed by more than 500,000
people.
That section of the Interceptor,
west of the location of the Christmas
Eve 2016 sinkhole in Fraser, is also
known as Segment 5. It’s the last major
stretch of unreinforced, large diameter
concrete pipe on 15 Mile that needs to
be lined.
A dewatering pump station has
been placed at the construction site as
excavation continues. After reaching
and entering the 11-foot diameter
tunnel, the sewer will be cleaned and
debris removed. It will be lined with
glass fiber reinforced polymer pipe for
7,000 lineal feet.
Heading east from there, 1,300
lineal
feet of 8This annual report
foot
diameter
of the Macomb

pipe will be spray-lined with a
geopolymer coating.
“Making sure this part of the
Interceptor is secure could even be
more important than what we repaired
in 2017 because Segment 5 runs under
the ITC corridor where all these
transmission towers are, and it runs
under the Red Run Drain,” Macomb
County Public Works Commissioner
Candice S. Miller said while
monitoring the construction progress in
person. “I promised we’re never going
to have another sinkhole in the
Interceptor.”
The project is expected to be
completed in mid-2022. Little traffic
disruption is expected.
The $28 million project will not
require an increase in sewer rates for
the MIDD communities. It is being paid
for in part with a $12.5 million lawsuit
settlement paid in November 2020 to
the MIDD after the board chaired by
Miller sued three contractors whose
mistakes while working in the OaklandMacomb Interceptor sewer to the west
caused conditions that eventually led to
the 2016 sinkhole. Approximately $6

million of the Segment 5 project is
being paid from reserves. The
remainder will be financed via bonds
with payments spread across a 20-year
period.
The contract for the project was
competitively bid and was awarded to
Oscar
Renda
Contracting.
The
company’s bid was $7.7 million less
than the next-lowest bid.

Interceptor

$12.5M settlement received in sinkhole lawsuit

Drainage District

The insurance company for three contractors whose mistakes led to the Christmas Eve 2016
sinkhole on 15 Mile Road in Fraser has paid a $12.5 million settlement to the MIDD.

is presented by
Macomb County
Public Works
Commissioner
Candice S. Miller,
Chairman of the
MIDD.

Terms of the settlement were announced in late September 2020 following approval by the
MIDD board. It’s the largest settlement that a Macomb County government body has ever
obtained. Some outside observers had said the MIDD wouldn’t collect anything.
The sinkhole – about 50 feet wide, 260 feet
long and 65 feet deep (approximately the size of
a football field) occurred on 15 Mile near
Eberlein Drive, between Utica Road and Hayes
Road, on Dec. 24, 2016. Twenty-three homes
were evacuated. Three houses were condemned,
including two that were eventually demolished.
An emergency sewage bypass system was
installed.
Continued on next page

In the MIDD
The MIDD communities are: Fraser,
New Haven, Sterling Heights, Utica and
Chesterfield, Clinton, Harrison, Lenox,
Macomb, Shelby and Washington
townships.

Sinkhole lawsuit settlement (continued)
Experts hired by the MIDD board
analyzed sewer flow data and
determined flow release protocols
weren’t followed multiple times during
sewer rehab work in the OaklandMacomb Interceptor (OMID) sewer
system to the west. In one particular
instance in May 2014, sewage that
should have been released back into the
sewer over a period of two to three
hours, was fully released into the
massive pipe in a total of seven
minutes. That created a tsunami of
sewage flow, known as a “water
hammer,” that lifted a concrete
manhole structure near Eberlein and
opened a crack in the pipe. The crack
allowed silty sand to seep into the pipe
and over 2 ½ years created a void,
leading to the ultimate collapse of the

sewer.
“People told
me it would take
three years and
cost
$150
million. We got
it completed in
less than 12
months, for $75
million
and
without a single
safety incident,”
Miller said.
The MIDD board filed an insurance
claim against the OMIDD board and
ultimately sued the three contractors in
April 2019. The settlement payment
was made by Illinois National
Insurance Company, a member of AIG.

The settlement eliminated the risk of
potential
statute
of
limitation
challenges, plus staff time and ongoing
legal costs that would have reached into
the millions. Furthermore, it allows the
MIDD to continue to invest in aging
infrastructure.

Drop shaft rehab prevents major problems
Six drop shafts around Macomb County are nearing
completion for rehabilitation repairs to prevent the failure of
sewer pipes.
Inside sewers, hydrogen sulfide gas corrodes the concrete,
which can lead to exposure of steel reinforcement and
weaken the structural integrity of a pipe. Left unmaintained,
the pipes would collapse.

In the rehab process, deep concrete loss is patched and
then sprayed with a cement-and-plastics mixture. The spray
liner adheres to the pipe very well, providing a corrosiveresistant barrier.
We also are exploring options to reduce the amount of
hydrogen sulfide generated within select sites.

A before-and-after look at a drop shaft in Harrison Township that underwent spray lining to preserve the sewer.

Water bills assistance program rules changed
The Great Lakes Water Authority Board of Directors
approved an exception to its Water Residential Assistance
Program (WRAP) to assists participants financially impacted
by
the
COVID-19
pandemic. The exception
allowed those enrolled in
WRAP who are unable to
make partial monthly
payments on time due to
issues related to COVID19, to remain in the
program and maintain
eligibility to continue
receiving
monthly
bill
credits
and
arrearage payments.
GLWA board members also approved changing the
income eligibility under WRAP. Previously,
households earning up to 150% percent of the federal
poverty level could qualify. Now, households can earn
up to twice the poverty level and still receive assistance in
paying their water & sewer bills. For example, a family of
four with up to $52,400 in combined income now qualifies

to participate, an increase from the previous $36,450 income
level.
WRAP provides qualifying customers with help in
paying current and past-due
water
bills.
Eligible
customers receive a $25
monthly
credit
toward
current water bills with any
arrearage suspended for 1224 months. Participants are
also eligible to receive a bill
credit of up to $700 toward
any past due amounts.
GLWA board members
also voted recently to
increase conservation and
plumbing repair spending per eligible household from
$1,000 to an average of $1,500 -- with a cap of $2,000 -- per
customer. Eligible rental households also are now able to
take advantage of conservation and plumbing repairs offered
through WRAP to help reduce their water consumption, if
the same landlord agrees not to increase rent for 12 months.
For more information, call 586-469-6999.

Grouting repairs continue
Grouting in the interceptors is continuing. As inspectors
spot leakers and gushers, a contractor has used a chemical to
plug those leaks to prevent the infiltration of groundwater
and migration of surrounding soils.
As part of the Segment 5 pre-work, extensive grouting
was performed beneath 15 Mile Road between the ITC
corridor in Sterling Heights and Fontana Drive. Inspection
and grouting there cost approximately $3 million between
August 2019 and April 2020.

Phase 2 grouting contracts were awarded in January 2020
to Doetsch Environmental Services at a cost not to exceed $3
million, and with engineering firm Anderson, Eckstein &
Westrick for $438,000. Last summer, a crew sealed
infiltration beneath northbound Garfield Road, near Clinton
River Road, in Clinton Township. Grouting work is
continuing in the remaining sections of the Garfield and
Lakeshore interceptors.

OMIDD update
Sixty-five million dollars in bonds were sold at historically
low interest rates by the Oakland-Macomb Interceptor Drain
Drainage District to fund needed upgrades at two locations:
the Northeast Sewage Pumping Station, located near Eight
Mile Road and Van Dyke Avenue in Detroit and which
handles sewage for 23 communities in Macomb and Oakland
counties, and a 7-mile-long segment of pipe that is part of the
interceptor sewer downstream.
The pipe, formally known as the Northeast InterceptorEast Arm, is up to 17 feet in diameter, more than 60 feet
underground and carries all the sanitary sewage from the 23
communities that comprise OMIDD. The sewage is
transported via the pump station and the pipe to the Great
Lakes Water Authority’s Water Resource Recovery Facility
(WRRF) wastewater treatment plant in Detroit.

The bonds, to be paid off over a period of 20 years, were
sold at a 1.7% interest rate due to the outstanding credit
ratings of both Macomb and Oakland counties. Bond interest
costs came in 21% lower than amounts previously budgeted,
saving the 11 communities in the MIDD $570,000.
The bonds are being paid for with $8 million in annual
savings achieved by Oakland and Macomb counties taking
over ongoing work and improvements of the pumping station
under an agreement negotiated with the Great Lakes Water
Authority, which leases and operates that facility. In total,
$100 million worth of maintenance and upgrades will be
performed and paid for by the savings from GLWA. A
second bond sale to fund the remaining portion of the
upgrades is expected in a couple of years. The work is
scheduled to continue through early 2023.

Comprehensive sewer inspection program launched
The cost to conduct the most
sweeping infrastructure inspection
program in the history of the Macomb
County Public Works Office will be
much less than expected.
A $421,254 contract to inspect 26
miles of sanitary sewers was awarded to
Doetsch Environmental Services on
Dec. 14, 2020. The sewer lines range in
size from the giant 11-foot-diameter
Macomb Interceptor, to some that are
12 inches across.
As part of the project, the Warrenbased company also will inspect 363
manholes and a dozen drop shafts under
MCPWO’s jurisdiction. Considering
the scope of the unprecedented
program, officials initially estimated the
project, expected to start in early 2021,
would cost approximately $2.2 million.
Public Works officials carefully
reviewed each element of the firm’s bid
and concluded it was thorough and with
no hidden costs.
Reinforced concrete pipes will be
inspected every six years, and nonreinforced concrete pipes will be
checked every three years.

Sewage tested for COVID-19 in three communities
Automated sampling of sanitary
sewage across Clinton Township
continued into 2021 to determine the
true extent of COVID-19 infection in
the community.
The pulling of sewages samples, and
subsequent laboratory
tests to detect the
level
of
the
coronavirus, started as
a pilot program in
Clinton Township in
summer 2020 with a
$1 million allocation
from
the
federal
CARES Act funding
allocated to Macomb County by the
federal government. The goal was to
assist the Macomb County Health
Department with contact tracing and
other efforts to reduce the spread of the
highly infectious virus.
At one point, analysis of lab results
showed the level of COVID-19 in
Clinton Township was approximately 5
times higher than what clinical

reporting data showed.
The pilot project became a leading
edge program in Michigan, drawing
interest from the Michigan Department
of Environment, Great Lakes and
Energy. EGLE and the Michigan
Department of Health
and Human Services
offered a total of $10
million in grants to
get similar projects
started across the
state
for
testing
through
December
2020. MCPWO and
its partners obtained a grant of more
than $400,000 to expand the testing to
all of Sterling Heights and a portion of
Lenox Township – including the
Michigan
Regional
Correctional
Facility prison on 26 Mile Road.
Each community could monitor
their data via an online portal updated
by contractor Aquasight. Testing in

Sterling Heights and Lenox Township
wrapped up at the end of December.
“It shows that beyond our everyday
efforts at the Public Works Office to
protect the environment, it’s another
way that we’re positioned to offer
another critical component to detect
other disease outbreaks,” Miller said.

To view board meeting agendas including archived agendas going back to 2017,
visit publicworks.macombgov.org/PublicWorks-MeetingsAgenda

Projects in the works and on the horizon
Work has started on newer projects and others are on the horizon.

MIDD:
Segment 6: With Segment 5
construction well underway, the next
rehabilitation project within the
Macomb Interceptor is Segment 6. It
will feature the structural lining of

approximately 2,100 feet of the 5-foot
diameter pipe along 15 Mile, east from
Garfield Road, and a new access shaft
at the eastern end of the project. That
will be followed by the lining of a
1,200-foot
curved
portion of the
11-foot
diameter
Romeo Arm
Interceptor.
There
will
also be an
installation of
an
“airjumper”
to
the

Odor and corrosion control: To
reduce the presence of hydrogen
sulfide which causes corrosion of
concrete pipe and also odors, vaporphase treatment systems will be
constructed at the corner of Garfield
and 21 Mile roads and at the
Clintondale Pump Station in Clinton
Township. Additionally, a liquid-phase
treatment system will be installed at
the North Gratiot Interceptor Pump
Station. Improvements to the Fraser

bio-filter system will include
a humidification chamber
and the installation of carbon
media within the bio-filter
beds which will improve the
effectiveness of the facility.
The design bid for the project
was awarded in February
2021 and construction could
begin by the end of 2021.

Meter facility rehabilitations: Meter
facilities are the point of transition of
sewage flow from the local systems
into MIDD interceptors. Each provides
the data required to allocate the billing
apportionment for each of the MIDD
communities. Two in Shelby Township

have reached the end of their usefulness
and need to be rehabbed. That includes
removal of old concrete to be replaced;
cleaning and spray-lining of the
influent and effluent connecting
sewers;
rehabbing
manholes;
improving access and safety features;

intersection of 15 Mile and Garfield
which will be connected to the existing
biofilter. This will help to improve the
odor issues that have been prevalent in
that area for years. The project was
deemed necessary following in-system
inspections. Construction is tentatively
scheduled to begin in late summer
2021 and be completed by spring
2023. It will be funded using
EGLE’s State Revolving Fund lowinterest loan program. The proceeds
from the settlement of the Fraser
sinkhole lawsuit greatly reduced the
amount of necessary funds budgeted
for the Segment 5 project, allowing
that money to be allocated instead
to Segment 6.

and replacing electrical systems. A
third meter facility to undergo
rehabilitation work serves Washington
Township. The construction contract
was awarded to Weiss Construction.
The work is scheduled to begin this
spring.

Projects (continued)
OMIDD:
In 2018, the Oakland-Macomb
Interceptor Drain Drainage District
reached agreement with the Great
Lakes Water Authority to take over
capital improvements and maintenance
of the Northeast Sewage Pump Station
(NESPS), located in Detroit on State
Fair near Outer Drive, and a 7-mile
stretch of the North Interceptor-East
Arm sewer that carries OMIDD sewage
flow only. The cost of the OMIDD
construction activities will total
approximately $100 million, but there
will be no net cost to the public or
increase in rates for these projects due
to the savings OMIDD achieved from
GLWA.

Major overhaul continues at
the NESPS: The facility was
built by the Detroit Water and
Sewerage Department in the late
1960s to provide sewer service
for the growing population in
Macomb and Oakland counties.
The overhaul to mechanical and
electrical equipment includes
removal and replacement of four
existing
pumps,
and
the

installation of a new pump into an open
slot. The OMIDD board awarded the
construction
contract
to
Walsh
Construction. The massive project is
slated to be completed in June 2023.

North Interceptor-East Arm sewer:
Almost 1,600 lineal feet will be lined.
Debris will be removed, an access shaft

will be constructed and grout will be
used to stop leaks in the sewer.
Construction is expected to begin in

early spring 2021 and take 18 months
to complete.

Bio-Trickling Filter at the NESPS:
Construction was completed in fall
2020. The facility, believed to be the
first of its kind in Michigan, is known
for its upright vessel measuring 38 feet
high and 14 feet in diameter. The biofilter uses a series of exhaust fans and
ductwork to extract odors from the wet

well and the discharge
chamber. It also removes
hydrogen sulfide vapors that
corrode sewer pipes, wet
wells and other concrete.

‘We are investing in maintaining our interceptor
so we never have another sinkhole like we did in
2017, one of the largest infrastructure disasters
in our state’s history’ — Macomb County Public
Works Commissioner Candice S. Miller, while
monitoring construction of the access shaft of
Segment 5, on 15 Mile Road in Sterling Heights.
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